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Lakhani, MIT Press, , pp. It is acceptable to include more than one contributor. In fact, it is acceptable to
include many contributors if they all played an important part in your research. You may want to include a
performer and a director, or an editor and a translator, or two performers. Puff Daddy and the Family. Sources
can be released in different versions, or forms. For example, a book can have various versions â€” such as a
first edition or a second edition, even an updated edition. A song can have an extended version or a radio edit.
A movie can have an unrated or an uncut version. It is important to communicate to the reader which version
was used to help them locate the exact source themselves. For books, the version can often be found on the
front cover or on the verso page. If no specific version is mentioned or located, omit this information from the
citation. Examples of MLA 8 edition citations for sources with various versions: There are times when sources
are given a number. For example, a print encyclopedia, which is part of a set, often has a volume number. In
addition, lengthy books are sometimes split into a few volumes. Comic books, magazines, and journal issues
are often given a volume number AND an issue number. Television episodes are often numbered, as well as
their seasons, too. If a book is given a volume number, it can generally be found on the spine, cover, or on the
title page. Comic books, magazines, and journals often have their volume number and issue number printed on
the front cover. For television show episodes and seasons, this information can usually be found on the
packaging or by clicking on the information while watching the show. Examples of MLA 8 edition citations
for sources that are numbered: Fillipponi, Piero, and Herta T. The publisher is the company that was
responsible for making the work available. There are numerous publishing companies that are responsible for
the creation and the release of books, movies, television shows, and other sources. Web sites are often
published by many different types of organizations and companies, such as museums or government agencies.
To locate the publisher of a book, look at the bottom of the title page or on the verso page. For films and
television shows, the publisher can often be found on the packaging or in the credits. For web sites, the name
of publisher is often next to the copyright symbol at the bottom of the page. Here are some examples of how to
include the publisher in an MLA 8 edition citation: How to cite a book in MLA 8: Touchstone is the name of
the publisher for the book. There are times when it is not necessary to include the publisher in a citation. For
web sites, when the name of the site matches the name of the publisher, omit the publisher from the citation.
This prevents the same information from being displayed twice in a citation. Also, it is not necessary to
include the publisher for any magazines, periodicals, or journals. Often, the name of those sources match the
name of the publisher. Example of how to cite an article on a blog in MLA 8 when the publisher matches one
of the other components of the citation Chan, Magdalene. In the above example, the New York Public Library
is the name of the web site, but also the name of the organization responsible for publishing the content.
Therefore, New York Public Library was only included once in the citation. The publication date, which is the
date that the source was released, is a necessary component of an MLA 8 edition citation. Including this
information helps the reader locate the specific source that was used, as often times there are numerous
versions of sources that are released at different times. For example, you can use May 5, or 5 May What does
matter is consistency. Whichever way the date is placed in one citation, the same format should be used in the
other citations in your project. Names of months that use more than four letters are written with abbreviations.
In addition, sometimes the day and month might not be featured on a source. Include the information that is
readily available. Example of how to cite a movie in MLA 8: Directed by Brad Bird, Pixar, June 29, If the
reader wanted to find the quote for themselves, it would be helpful to include the page number in the citation.
Or, if you were to use a cover story from a magazine, including the page ranges helps the reader easily find the
information. Additionally, web site addresses are extremely helpful to include. When including a page or page
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range in your citation, use the abbreviation p. When including web site addresses in a citation, omit the http:
Here are some examples of MLA 8 edition citations that include locations: A Novella and Stories. Harper
Trophy, , p. Since the following citation has two containers the book itself and Google Books there are two
locations included, a page range and a web site address: The overall purpose of in-text citations is to allow the
reader to briefly see where the direct quote or paraphrase came from, and to be able to identify it later on, as a
full citation, in the works cited list. As stated in the first part of this guide, when using a direct quote or
paraphrase, place an in-text citation after the borrowed information. Generally the in-text citation is found
immediately following the direct quote or paraphrase, but it is acceptable to insert it in a place, soon after, that
allows for a natural pause while reading. In-text citations are generally made up of two items: Place the name
of the author or the first item found in the full citation entry and the page number in parentheses. Do not
include any commas in between the two pieces of information. Example on an in-text citation found in the
body of a project: In the works cited list, found at the end of the project, readers will be able to see the full
citation in its entirety, and will be able to locate the source for themselves. The full citation, on the works cited
page, will look like this: How to format in-text citations for two authors: When there are two authors, or
coauthors, add both names to the in-text citation, with the word and between the two names. Johnson and
Selleck 44 How to format in-text citations for three authors or more: For three or more authors, include the last
name of the first author listed on the source. When adding an in-text citation for corporate authors, place the
name of the corporation or organization in parentheses, followed by the page number. If there is a common
abbreviation in the name of the corporation, it is acceptable to use the abbreviated term: Examples of in-text
citations with corporate authors: American Lung Association 14 Penn. It is acceptable to shorten or abbreviate
the title. If the title starts with A, An, or The, exclude it from the in-text citation and include the first main
word. Tree Grows in Brooklyn Full title: Harry Potter How to format page numbers in in-text citations: For
page numbers, use the same style that the source uses. If a source is numbered using Roman numerals, in the
in-text citation, use Roman numerals for the page number. Furthermore, the page number on one type of
e-reader, such as a Kindle, might differ on another e-reader, like a Nook. Exclude page numbers from in-text
citations if the page numbers differ across devices. Only include the page number from an e-book if it is
consistent with other readers. It is acceptable to use a chapter number or division number if it is stable across
devices.
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Acoustics Beranek, Leo L. Long out-of-print, but now available. Beranek â€” this time in non-technical
language â€” the essential meaning of acoustics to the performance and appreciation of music. Sound Masking
Done Right: Contact Atlas Sound about purchasing. The author travels all over the world exploring and
documenting strange sounds. Practical as well as theoretical; learn how to measure, model, design, optimize
and apply diffusers and absorbers. There is no better book on these subjects. Pohlmann Master Handbook of
Acoustics, 5th ed. The best reference so far on this difficult topic. Handbook of Acoustical Measurements and
Noise Control, 3rd ed. The Theory of Sound, 2nd Revised Ed. Dover, New York , in two volumes: Included
here because it is the major work of a Nobel Laureate and considered the first classic coverage of sound
theory. There is no better endorsement. Audio Engineering Society, New York, A rare personal insight into
the emergence of a major audio technology by one of its most impressive contributors. Fun, fun, fun and he
designed the book cover - of course. Considered the fundamental reference book of sound recording history.
Fantastic and valuable compilation. Where else are you going to find out that "teetotaciously exflunctified"
means "totally worn out. There is none better. You will like this book far more than you could ever imagine.
Louie, The Audio Dictionary, 3rd ed. Recommended for anyone working or interested in digital audio. One of
the best digital audio references you can own. Outstanding overview of the entire audio field â€” all the
theoretical background necessary to understand sound reproduction. This is your book. An excellent first book
on digital audio. It may have just what you want. McGraw-Hill, New York, Particularly good at giving insight
into circuits. I was most fortunate to have learned directly from Tom, as were a couple of the other
aforementioned. It simply cannot be written or said clearer or more interestingly than the way Tom does it. He
has a whole "Intuitive" series -- five titles that I know of. In between headaches, Tony Kordyban joyfully
explains why everything you know about cooling electronics is wrong. Norman Fundamentals of Electronics,
3rd Ed. Bebop to the Boolean Boogie, 3rd. You will learn something. No better book on analog
troubleshooting than this. It was an honor, a privilege and an education to have worked with him. Also check
out his new book below. Also check out his first book above. Although it is dry and you have to read the notes
to get some of the best stuff. I bet you learn something and tell all your friends to get a copy. Rayburn The
Microphone Book, 3rd Ed. Absolutely the best free information on mics, just loaded with great stuff. Valuable
stuff from two of the experts. Of the few seen, I prefer this one, and it just keeps getting better with each
edition. Also recommended is his book on small signal audio circuits listed here and another on designing
active crossovers found here. The book is divided into chapters written by multiple authors, resulting in great
differences in treatment, tone and thoroughness of subject matter. Some sections are excellent and useful to a
sound engineer; some are not. Too bad it is out of print. A lot of the material is done at an advanced level and
quite difficult, but valuable. See Whitaker for revised edition. Sound System Engineering, 4th ed. Hit the link
and enjoy; definitely a great and fun introduction to sound and audio. There is a companion website, www.
This tome is a comprehensive reference covering basic audio principles and the practical design of all types of
classic radio receivers, audio amplifiers and record-producing equipment up to the invention of the transistor.
This is the book you consult to learn how they did compressors in the very old days, for instance. Design and
Optimization, 3rd. Thorough treatment of using dual channel FFT analyzers, acoustic prediction programs and
DSP boxes to set up any sound system. Lots of very useful full-color images and diagrams. Already a classic,
methinks. He has done a great job of gathering in one place all the truly relevant information about audio
engineering. There are woefully few books on analog audio circuit design as it is, but this is truly a
monumental work. Only Self could fill pages on this topicâ€”and not one word too many! However, if you are
not an audio engineer, then I think this should not be your only reference book. It covers a lot of ground, from
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the math and physics of audio, all the way through digital audio transmission and standards. Too much, I
think, for any one volume. The info is there, but it is quite sparse and difficult in places. This book takes work,
but has value. Hit the link and download away. Audio Cyclopedia, 2nd ed. Although terribly outdated, and
long out-of-print, this is still the best all-around pro audio reference for the fundamentals. And, if you dig, you
can still find copies in used bookstores and online. Bushnell and Thomas G. Whitaker took over responsibility
for revising after K. This edition is so different from the original that it is best treated as a different book
complementing rather than replacing the original. A complete audio reference library will contain both. A very
useful CD-ROM including many chapters from the original first edition omitted from the print version of this
second edition â€” very nice and useful touch, is included. From theory to practical, great book. This alone
makes it worth the investment. Plus it has a companion website that offers audio, video and extra chapters to
augment the printed material. All in all, a very fine package, highly recommended for the basics. The author is
the leading pioneer in this subject, having spent over twenty years studying it. Reading just the first and last
chapters is worth the price of the book. Written in , and still considered one of the best sources for
physiological acoustics. Louis, [Easy to read with lots of clear, detailed illustrations. Great intro book on
hearing. An Introduction to the Psychology of Hearing, 6th ed. Academic Press ISBN , San Diego, CA , [Very
academic graduate and post-graduate text that is one of the most thorough sources available on all aspects of
human hearing. An Introduction to the Physiology of Hearing, 2nd ed. The Physics and Psychophysics of
Music, 4th ed. Facts and Models, 2nd ed. Long out of print but well worth finding. Capturing the Live
Experience. Each revision keeps it fresh and current. Up and Running, 2nd ed..
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How can I review an e-Book? Upon entering the e-Book home page, locate and select "Preview a chapter of
this e-Book. You will be able to use all of the e-Book features e. If you want full, instructor access of the
entire e-Book as an examination copy , you have two options: From there, locate and select "Request
instructor access to the e-Book" and complete the requisite form. Within 24 hours after an approval process
confirming you are an instructor , you will be given a username and password for the complete e-Book. You
will then have full access to the complete e-Book and all of its features. Click here to locate your local sales
representative. You may email us at techsupport bfwpub. Simply direct your students to ebooks. We
recommend including ebooks. If you would like to attach something to your syllabus or review the e-Book
during class, contact your sales representative for an e-Book flyer or PowerPoint presentation. Contact your
sales representative for the ordering information and pricing. Yes, you can use the Notes feature for your
adopted e-Book to add your syllabus, lecture notes and other course-related materials e. PowerPoint slides,
video clips, animations to the e-Book pages prior to the course. This content will appear right in the pages of
the e-Book as your students purchase and access their book. The basic note is a text-only insertion onto an
e-Book page. Simply click the "Add Note" link to insert a note on any page, and then type the text you wants.
To emphasize certain words, bold and italic text can easily be added to the note text by clicking the
appropriate buttons in the Add Note window. The note is saved with your Annotation Set, and all of your
students automatically see the note when they read the e-Book. Students subscribe to your Annotation Set
when they first log in to the e-Book, and from then on, they automatically see any new notes you post. You
can include more than one annotation set, making it easy to have different sets for different courses or
sections. Sets can be either public for the students to see or private for your own use.
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Invitation to Psychology (Book & Video Classics CD) Published May 28th by Prentice Hall Second Edition, Paperback,
pages.
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